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Over the last several weeks, we have paid careful attention to tax proposals by

Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York, for a 70 percent marginal tax rate on

top earners, and by Senator Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts, for a wealth tax on those

worth more than $50 million.
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We share the lawmakers’ enthusiasm for progressive taxation that ensures that the

wealthiest pay their fair share. But we believe that base-broadening, efficiency enhancing

reforms are the right way to start raising revenue from the ultrarich. As Part One of this

series illustrates, closing tax shelters alone raises more revenue than Ocasio-Cortez’s

proposal. And our base-broadening reforms — rolling back President Trump’s tax plan,

increasing tax compliance by the rich, closing shelters, eliminating stepped-up basis and

deductions for the wealthy, and broadening the estate tax base — together raise more

revenue than the wealth tax is estimated to. Most of these measures would be desirable even

if they did not raise revenue, because they would improve investment efficiency and

correspond to the basic notion of fairness: If two people are similarly situated economically,

one of them should not be able to pay substantially less tax because of cheating or taking

advantage of quirks in the law. In contrast, rate increases or wealth-tax proposals are

unlikely to increase the efficiency of the economy.

Issues with using the wealth tax or rate hikes to curtail political power

Some argue for punitive taxation of the wealthy because the concentration of wealth leads to

a concentration of political power. Professors Gabriel Zucman and Emmanuel Saez, who

have played a major role in validating the wealth tax, advocate this view. They suggest that

“high tax rates for sky-high incomes do not aim at funding Medicare for All” and instead

“aim at preventing an oligarchic drift.” But framing tax policies as attacks on the wealthy

rather than as ways of raising revenue is problematic on multiple levels.

We have sympathy with complaints that economic policy decision-making gives too much

weight to the interests of affluent elites. But we are skeptical that large rate hikes or wealth

taxes are the right way to address this problem.

First, these proposals do not get at the main ways in which the wealthy exercise influence.

The whole apparatus of think tanks, research institutes, advocacy groups — organizations

like the Federalist Society, which has transformed the judiciary — are supported by tax-

deductible contributions that tax hikes will not discourage. Indeed, increases in tax rates or

broad wealth taxation would make it cheaper in terms of forgone personal spending to

support advocacy efforts or to create elite enclaves.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/opinion/2019/03/28/broader-tax-base-that-closes-loopholes-would-raise-more-money-than-plans-ocasio-cortez-and-warren/Bv16zhTAkuEx08SiNrjx9J/story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/22/opinion/ocasio-cortez-taxes.html
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Second, even draconian tax hikes will not have a major impact on the ability of very wealthy

Americans to be politically influential. For a few tens of million dollars, an individual or

interest group can become a major political player. Even if you took away half the wealth of a

billionaire, that person would still be able to invest $50 million a cycle in political activity

without dipping into capital. Such an expenditure would make that billionaire the fourth

largest donor in the 2018 midterms, right behind Sheldon Addison, Michael Bloomberg, and

Tom Steyer.

Third, many of the areas of special interest concern that seem most serious do not involve

players who would be substantially impacted by recent tax proposals because they are not

hugely wealthy. Think about the way the NRA distorts gun control debates or how

community bankers resist consumer financial reform.

If the concern is with the excessive power wielded by wealthy elites, there are more effective

strategies. Consideration should be given to limiting the deductibility of lobbying

expenditures; restricting the ability of political organizations to have allied 50(c)(3)

organizations that can receive tax-deductible contributions; and tightening the rules on

donor-advised funds that enable the wealthy to get essentially all the benefits of foundations

without any of the requirements to pay out resources or provide any public transparency.

Issues with respect to raising rates

Even increasing top rates to 70 percent would raise less than one third as much revenue as

our base-broadening approach. Moreover, unless a base-broadening approach was adopted

first, dramatic rate increasing would be quite inefficient.

An important parameter in tax analysis is the “elasticity of taxable income” — which

measures how the tax base changes as tax rates change. The reported income of high-income

taxpayers responds to tax changes in part because it changes how much income they

generate but more so because it increases sheltering incentives. Economics literature

suggests that a 1 percentage point increase in top income rates decreases reported taxable

income by perhaps 0.6 percent. So more than half of the potential income from raising rates

is dissipated as individuals increase their tax avoidance activities and perhaps also reduce

their income earning. As a result, the ratio of economic distortion to revenue raised is likely

https://www.opensecrets.org/overview/topindivs.php
http://piketty.pse.ens.fr/files/GruberSaez2002.pdf
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to be very high for rates pushed up to 70 percent, especially when one recognizes that

Ocasio-Cortez’s proposal would mean a top income tax rate of well over 80 percent for

residents of New York City.

One benefit of the approaches we advocate is that broadening the income tax base may lead

to lower elasticities by making it more difficult for the wealthy to shield income from

taxation. Increasing top tax rates will have more potency in a world where the elasticity of

the tax base to rate changes is lower.

Issues with respect to wealth taxation

While the idea of wealth taxation has generated popular support in some quarters, we are

skeptical as to how deep this support will prove to be.

The idea that taxing only the wealth of a few thousand people can generate significant

revenue seems compelling.

However, arguments of this type have long been used to justify punitive estate taxes and

estate taxes more generally and tend not to have proven effective. A long time has passed,

but when Senator George McGovern proposed taxing estates to limit inheritances in a

speech to the United Auto Workers in 1972, he was booed off the stage. During the 1990s,

the Clinton administration found it difficult to mobilize enough congressional support to

uphold the president’s veto of total estate tax repeal. And progressive countries like

Australia, Canada, Norway, and Sweden do not have estate taxes.

The reluctance to embrace estate taxes reflects issues that also arise with respect to wealth

taxes. There is the sense, perhaps misguided, that asking people to pay significant taxes at

moments when they are not generating significant cash receipts is unjust. For example,

imagine if the head of a family-owned auto dealership dies. Many believe that his children

should not have to sell the dealership to cover their tax burden.

Framing tax policies as attacks on the wealthy is inefficient and, ultimately, unfair.
“

https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5458410
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Wealth taxes are estate taxes on steroids because they are collected annually rather than at

the end of life and thus raise almost 10 times as much revenue. Initial polls for are broadly

positive; however, the wealth tax has not yet been opposed and attacked in the way that

critics have successfully gone after estate taxes. And while there is significant enthusiasm for

taxing the rich, there is much less enthusiasm for redistribution. Additionally, the share of

Americans who think the wealthy pay too little in taxes has actually declined since the early

1990s.

Wealth taxation also raises practical concerns — for example, issues of valuation: Is a

partnership in a law firm wealth? How will illiquid assets — like football teams or

newspapers — be valued? And issues of liquidity: If someone owns 1 percent of Uber — still a

private company — she will owe roughly $20 million in taxes each year, but it’s unclear

where she can get this money. She can’t sell shares and, if involved with the operation of the

company, is likely to be barred from borrowing against the value of her stock.

There are also family unit issues: If a couple files separately or gets divorced, do they get two

$50 million exemptions? And issues of gaming: There will be incentives to use legal

structures to relinquish direct ownership of assets while maintaining control of them. For

example, owning assets in a trust or a nonprofit to benefit from wealth while avoiding tax

liability. Granting that capital income should be taxed more heavily than it now is, and that

unrealized capital gains going untaxed is a serious problem, there is also a question of just

how a punitive tax is appropriate.

It is important not to be misled by the 2 percent annual rate: A 50-year old who has

accumulated a substantial fortune can expect to pay more than half of it in taxes before she

dies.

Imagine that a wealthy person invests in 10-year treasury bonds, with a 2.4 percent return.

The wealth tax would extract 2 of the 2.4 percent return. Combined with income taxes levied

at a 40 percent rate, the wealth tax could make the effective tax rate on capital income well

over 100 percent. And then at the end of life would come the estate tax. While we are not

aware of formal estimates of the loss in economic efficiency from wealth taxes, we suspect

that if levied without concomitant reductions in income tax rates or estate tax rates, the ratio
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of burden on the economy to revenue raised would be far higher than with the base-

broadening measures we advocate.

Of course, it might be objected that the wealthy invest in assets that are riskier than

Treasuries and provide higher returns. Thinking about effective tax rates in the context of

risky assets is complex because it needs to be recognized that income taxes, unlike wealth

taxes, share risks as the government loses tax revenue when investments yield low returns.

For this reason, research by one of us with Jeremy Bulow suggests that in thinking about the

burden of wealth taxation it is appropriate to assume that investments earn the safe return.

There is the further point that wealth taxes are likely to be burdensome on entrepreneurial

businesses in their private phase, when entrepreneurs are liquidity-constrained. Perversely,

this could disincentivize transformative innovation.

Any new tax has problems, and no doubt, with further reflection, the wealth tax’s can be

addressed. However, we find international experience cautionary. Twelve countries had

wealth taxes in 1990, and only three still do today.

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development recently assessed wealth

taxation and concluded that “from both an efficiency and equity perspective, there are

limited arguments for having a net wealth tax.” Of the three countries with a wealth tax, two

— Norway and Spain — raise an average of 0.305 percent of GDP. These taxes generate less

than one-third of what the wealth tax estimates despite having a much broader base: While

precise data are hard to come by, we suspect that less than 10 percent of this revenue — or

0.03 percent of GDP — comes from those in the top 0.1 percent of the wealth distribution.

Only Switzerland raises the 1 percent of GDP that the wealth tax estimates, and the

differences between our tax regimes make it unclear if extrapolating from their experience is

reasonable. Switzerland has no capital gains tax, very low property taxes, and in many

regions no estate tax. And in some regions 30 percent of Swiss taxpayers pay a wealth tax,

which is fundamentally different than the wealth tax proposal (wealth tax for 0.06 percent of

US taxpayers). Overall, we are skeptical that the wealth tax will raise close to the $2.75

trillion estimated.

https://econpapers.repec.org/article/ucpjpolec/v_3a92_3ay_3a1984_3ai_3a1_3ap_3a20-39.htm
http://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/role-and-design-of-net-wealth-taxes-in-the-OECD-summary.pdf
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To be sure, as Bill Gates has recently noted, wealth taxes do respond to an important lacuna

in our current tax system: Those who start businesses or invest wisely earn great wealth that

is in the form of stock they do not sell. It seems wrong that such gains escape taxation.

However, the proposals for repealing stepped-up basis and reducing estate tax sheltering

likely represent a sounder approach to this problem.

Ultimately, we agree with Warren and Ocasio-Cortez that there is a major need for tax

increases that are borne by the most fortunate Americans. But it is important to be clear

about the logic. There are essential public investments the United States needs to make and

crucial safety nets that need to be preserved, and that this requires more revenue. At a time

of increased inequality it seems natural to first look to those with the highest income in

collecting this revenue.

Justifications for substantial increases in tax burdens as a tool to address “oligarchic drift”

are problematic. First, given that most outlays to promote a political agenda are tax

deductible, approaches like wealth taxation may actually increase oligarchic forces. But more

broadly: If America had had more figures like Bill Gates, Warren Buffett, and Steve Jobs

over the last generation, it would have been a good thing, associated with a stronger

economy even if measured inequality increased. Bill Clinton was right when he said that he

wanted to see an economy with more millionaires, because that meant an economy with

more job-creating successful businesses. Turning the tax code into a vehicle for confronting

what some call “oligarchic drift” would undermine business confidence, reduce investment,

degrade economic efficiency, and punish success in ways unlikely to be good for the country

or even to be appealing to most Americans.

While some may argue that a single broad stroke, like the wealth tax or the 70 percent top

rate, has a better chance of political success than our broader agenda, we believe this may be

a dangerous gamble. The wealth tax could well be found unconstitutional, and so substantial

political effort might have gone to waste. And investing substantial political capital into a tax

model that is untried in the United States and has failed internationally strikes us as unwise.

We are unaware of any example where a single, clear soak-the-rich tax proposal has been

successfully legislated in the United States.

https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/12/18220756/bill-gates-tax-rate-70-percent-marginal-modern-monetary-theory
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The traditional tax reform approach of using the tax code to raise necessary government

revenue as efficiently and progressively as possible, starting with base broadening, is the

right first step forward. It may be that wealth taxes or very high-income tax rates are

necessary to adequately fund appropriate government activities. But that is a conclusion

should be reached carefully only after full exploitation of traditional alternatives, rather than

in a spirit of joyous confrontation with the successful.

Natasha Sarin is an assistant professor of law at the University of Pennsylvania Law
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